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SAS defines Structured Query Language (SQL) as “a standardized, widely used language that retrieves data from and updates data in tables and the views that are based on those tables” (see Base SAS 9.2 Procedures Guide: Procedures: The SQL Procedure: Overview). SQL is not an exclusive feature of SAS; it has been implemented by many vendors, and is especially widespread in the relational database management system (RDBMS) world. The SAS implementation of SQL is available in the SQL procedure (PROC SQL), part of Base SAS.

Some but not all PROC SQL capabilities are paralleled in the DATA step and in other SAS procedures. Thus, PROC SQL can be employed as a substitute for other elements of SAS or as a complement to those elements.

This book is intended for readers who are familiar with SAS but not with SQL, and who want to add PROC SQL to their SAS toolkits. It will also be useful to those familiar with other implementations of SQL who want to learn SAS.
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Design Creativity 2010Springer, 2010

	What is ‘design creativity’? It is impossible to answer this question without considering why human beings can – and do – ‘design’. Design creativity is instrumental in not only addressing social problems faced across the world,  but also evoking an innate appreciation for beauty and a sense of...
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Practical Zendesk AdministrationO'Reilly, 2014

	"Reading these chapters is like reading the advanced manual we never wrote when we designed the product. Stafford and Anton's ability to enlighten readers on how to use the product better and the reasons for the design decisions in Zendesk never ceases to impress us."

	-Mikkel Svane, Founder and CEO at...
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Algorithms & Data Structures : The Science Of Computing (Electrical and Computer Engineering Series)Charles River, 2004
While many computer science textbooks are confined to teaching programming  code and languages, Algorithms and Data Structures: The Science of  Computing takes a step back to introduce and explore algorithms -- the  content of the code. Focusing on three core topics: design (the architecture of  algorithms), theory (mathematical...
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Pro OpenSSHApress, 2005
SSH, or Secure Shell, is the de facto standard among users and administrators who wish to establish secure communication between disparate networks. This book is authored by a Fortune 100 system administrator, who will provide you with a highly practical reference for configuring and deploying OpenSSH in your own environment.

Some of the...
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Amazing Leonardo da Vinci Inventions You Can Build Yourself (Build It Yourself series)Nomad Press, 2006

	From armored tanks and gliders to "plastic glass" and drawing machines, this interactive book explores the incredible mind of Leonardo da Vinci through hands-on building projects and activities. Most of Leonardo's inventions were never made in his lifetime and remained sketches in his famous notebooks; kids examine some of these...
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MRI of the Liver: Imaging Techniques, Contrast Enhancement, Differential DiagnosisSpringer, 2003


	The practicing radiologist is continually challenged to update his/her competencies so

	as to deliver state-of-the-art radiological care. Nowhere is this truer than in the rapidly

	evolving world of magnetic resonance imaging, where innovations in both technology

	and diagnostic pharmaceuticals have dramatically altered the landscape...
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